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C.

D.

Question #:1

A connectivity solution needs to be implemented to send a Fraud Detected event through an HTTP channel.

How can the application developer define the outbound binding in the connectivity definitions file?

Option A

Option B

Option C

Option D

Answer: C

Question #:2

How can the application developer create new decision service rule projects and decision operations to
maintain the ruleset signatures and BOM hierarchy as shown in the diagram?
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1. Create a new Main rule project.

2. Add references from the Main rule project to Rule Project 1, Rule Project 2, and Rule Project 3.

3. Create decision operations in the Main rule project.

1. Create a new Main rule project and three new Standard decision service projects to contain the BOMs
(new BOM projects).

2. Add project references in each of the new BOM projects to the Main rule project.

3. Add ail of the rules to the Main rule project.

4. Create decision operations in the Main rule project.

1. Create a new Main rule project and three new Standard decision service projects to contain the BOMs
(new BOM projects).

2. Add project references in the Main rule project to all of the new BOM projects.

3. Add a project reference in the new Customers BOM project to the new Orders and History BOM
project.

4. Add a project reference in the new Products BOM project to the new Orders and History BOM
project.

5. Add all of the rules and create decision operation in the Main rule project.

1. Create a new Main rule project for the BOMs and a new Standard decision service project for the
decision operations.

2. Add BOM entries in the Main rule project for the Customers, the Orders and History and the
Products.

3. Add a BOM reference in the Customers entry to the Orders and History entry.

4. Add a BOM reference in the Products entry to the Orders and History entry.

5. Add all of the rules to the Main rule project.

6. Create decision operations (one for customers, one for orders, and one for products) in the Standard
Decision Service rule project.

Answer: C
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D.

Question #:3

A company creates a new decision service and targets the decision engine. A Business Object Model (BOM)
exists for this decision service. It is decided that additional elements must be added to the BOM and then
mapped to the Execution Object Model (XOM) using BOM to XOM mapping.

How can an application developer access ruleset variables and parameters in rule language mapping code?

(Offer)getParameterValue("offer")

SEngineData.this.get("offer")

SEnginelnput.getDataO .getln("offer")

SEnginesignature.getlnParameters("offer")

Answer: B

Question #:4

An application developer is tasked with troubleshooting a Java EE Rule Execution Server that leverages the
classic rule engine and needs to improve performance and load time. The execution unit (XU) is leveraged by
the application as a resource adapter. One rule application has very high transaction volume and 10,000 rules.
Another rule application has low transaction volume and a few hundred rules.

Which of the following list of items does the application developer need to consider to meet the desired
improvements?

Increase the physical memory of the host server.

Change the rule application to use a web service invocation.

Change the XU from global resource adapter to embedded. Use the decision engine.

Modify configuration properties for execution units as needed.

Change the XU from embedded to a global resource adapter.

Benchmark classic rule engine versus decision engine performance results.

Reduce the XU connection factory pool size to ensure memory optimization.

Add more nodes to the cluster.

Add more CPU to the system.

Answer: B

Question #:5
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A decision service is deployed on a test Decision Server environment and the application developer must
activate Decision Warehouse monitoring so that the resulting output can be reviewed in aggregate within the
Rule Execution Server console.

How does the application developer activate Decision Warehouse monitoring on the ruleset?

Open the decision operation in Rule Designer, on the Overview tab in the bottom right corner, use the
Business Rule Content section to specify the query and validator to use for monitoring in Decision
Warehouse.

Open the Rule Execution Server console, navigate to the Ruleset View page for the ruleset, show the
Monitoring Options section, edit them, check the box labeled Enable tracing in Decision Warehouse and
Save.

Open the Rule Execution Server console, navigate to the Ruleset View page for the ruleset, click Edit at
the top, check the Debug box and click Save. In addition, click Add Property at the top, add the property
monitoring. filters, set the value to true and Save.

Open the deployment configuration in Rule Designer, on the Decision Operations tab select the
operation at the left and under Rule General Behavior check the Trace checkbox. In addition, under
Ruleset properties click the plus sign, add the property ruleset. sequential, trace, enabled, set the value to
true and Save.

Answer: B
Question #:6

An application developer received the following schema definition from the Analysis phase to be used in the
new Decision Server Insights solution.

What does the application developer need to do to import the schema file and enable the country element for
the geospatial capabilities of Decision Server Insights?
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1. Import the CIS runtime schema from the CIS-runtime-target-platform location (dsi.xsd )

2. Define the namespace for dsi schema file (" ")http://www.ibm.com/dsi/generics

3. Update <complexType> tag with <Entity> to define it as an Entity

4. Update "country" element type to a geometry MultiPolygon

5. Import the new schema through the "Import event / entity types from XSD" option in the Model
section of the Solution Map

1. Import the geospatial schemas from the CIS-runtime-target-platform location (geometry.xsd)

2. Define the namespace for geometry schema file (" ")http://www.ibm.com/geolib/geom

3. Add Entity anotations to define the complex type "station" as an entity

4. Add Entity identifier annotation to define "id" element as the key identifier

5. Update "country" element type to a geometry MultiPolygon

6. Import the new schema through the "Import event / entity types from XSD" option in the Model
section of the Solution Map

1. Import the schema as is through the "Import event/entity types from XSD" option in the Model
section of the Solution Map

2. In step 2 of the "Import event/entity types from XSD" wizard, the complex type "Station" needs to be
mapped to an "Entity"

3. In step 3 of the "Import event/entity types from XSD" wizard, the "id" element needs to be tagged as
"Entity identifier" and the country field as "MultiPolygon"

1. Import the schema as is through the "Import event/entity types from XSD" option in the Model
section of the Solution Map

2. Update the BOM to XOM mapping of Class "station" to transform it

to "com.ibm.ia.model.Entity" j^

3. Update the BOM to XOM mapping of the "id" element to map the ^identifier" element of the new
"Entity" class

4. Update "country" element type to "com. ibm. ia.model. Geometry.MultiPolygon"

Answer: B
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Question #:7

A rule task selects strongly interrelated rules that correlate information from a set of objects to compute

some complex metrics. Inference is necessary to obtain the desired behavior.

Which algorithm should the application developer use?

Fastpath

RetePlus

Sequential

The default algorithm.

Answer: B

Question #:8

A decision service has been developed and synchronized to Decision Center for the first time with 'Decision
Governance Framework' enabled. Rule authors are now ready to make updates to the rules within Decision
Center for the next release, Release 2.0.

What steps does an application developer need to take to enable rule authoring within Decision Center?

Rename the release 'InitialRelease' to 'Release 2.0*. Create a new branch for authoring.

Rename the release 'InitialRelease' to 'Release 2.0'. Create a change activity for authoring.

Create a new 'Release 2.0' release based on 'InitialRelease'. Create a new branch for authoring.

Create a new 'Release 2.0' release based on 'InitialRelease'. Create a change activity for authoring.

Answer: D

Question #:9

An application developer finished working with several rule agents. The new changes need to be placed in the
testing environment before promoting them to Production. The solution has been exported and placed in the
following location; "/tmp/sample-solution.esa".

The application developer used a script to deploy the solution and it returned the following error:

INFO: CWMBD0084E: An agent already exists with name sample_solution.solutionbundle_0.0.0

CWMBD0027I: Unable to deploy solution sample_solution-0.0 as one of its agents already exists
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What can the application developer do to deploy the new solution?

Follow these steps:

1. Execute the "solutionManager activate" script

2. Execute the "solutionManager deploy" script.

Follow these steps:

1. In Insight Designer, increment the solution version number by refactoring the solution

2. Export the solution

3. Execute the "solutionManager deploy" script.

Include the -force option at the end of the command:

\Users\wk\Desktop\mudassar\Untitled.jpg

Include the --increaseMajorVersion option at the end of the script.

\Users\wk\Desktop\mudassar\Untitled.jpg

Answer: B

Question #:10

An application developer previously deployed a rule project to the Test Decision Server environment. The rule
project contained a deployment configuration (named Insurance) and a decision operation (named
determineEligibility). After deployment and removal of some versions from the Test Decision Server, the
currently deployed rulesets are as follows:

The application developer must now deploy an updated ruleset to the Test Decision Server with no impact to
other testing. All other testing uses the following ruleset URL format:

Insurance/RAVmajor.RAVminor/deterraineEligibility/RSVmajor.RSVminor

What deployment configuration settings should the application developer use to meet the requirements above?


